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Welcome to The Magical Garden Colouring Book, a mysterious garden filled with fabulous flora,

amazing animals, and magical creatures. Choose your favourite colouring pencils or pens to bring

the mystical garden to life. Enjoy more than 50 intricate illustrations for you to personalise, and

create a magical garden of your own - and you can even colour the beautiful matte finish cover!

Prepare to relax your mind from stress and everyday troubles, and unwind with creative art colour

therapy. Each image is single-sided which means you don't have to worry about ruining any pictures

on the other side of the page, and you can even cut out and frame your picture once you have

completed it. Please visit www.melkingcolouringbooks.com for a sneak peek of pages inside this

book. Happy colouring!
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I sent this to a friend as a get well gift and she was delighted!

Ã¢Â€ÂœThe Magical GardenÃ¢Â€Â• is a smaller format book (8.5 x 8.5 inches.) The designs are

extremely detailed with many small and intricate spots to color. The designs are inspired by plants

and animals in a garden setting. The animals are drawn realistically though some are wearing

clothes and are involved in more human type activities. The designs range from cute to pretty and

elegant and are a good challenge to color.While I enjoy coloring in detail, this is not a book I would



suggest for anyone who has vision or fine motor issues. It is a book for individuals who like a bit of a

challenge in their projects and who enjoy charming idyllic settings.This is what I experienced while

coloring in this book and testing my coloring medium on the paper.54 Garden setting Inspired

Designs by a variety of illustrators (not including title and intro pages) in a smaller format

bookDesigns are printed on one side of thin, slightly rough non-perforated paper typical of

CreateSpace. While the paper is actually white, the background of the designs are printed in

black.Glue BindingEasy to open to flat position for coloringDesigns do not merge into the binding

and have a double framing line at the outer edge of the design. This makes for a natural stopping

place for coloring and adds to a more finished looking project.Alcohol and water-based markers

bleed through the page to some degree. Water-based bleed through in spots while alcohol-based

bleed through freelyGel pens and India ink pens leave shadows of color on the back of page. India

ink can bleed through if you use multiple layers or apply heavily.Colored pencils work well with this

paper. Both oil and wax based provide good color when I use multiple layers of the same color. I am

easily able to blend (using a pencil style blender stick) and layer multiple colors as well. Hard lead

pencils leave dents through the back of the page.Because of the bleed through and dents, I suggest

(and use) a blotter page below my working page no matter what medium I use. I prefer card stock

but several sheets of heavyweight paper work as well.

Very rarely do I want to color every page in a coloring book, but this one is one of the

exceptions.Every page is unique. Goes from nature scenes, animals, people , and scenes. None

have tiny detailsthat are hard for some colorists. Of course it has the cheap paper of 's

"Createspace" but ifyou put a heavier piece of paper underneath, you should be ok.

Over half -2/3 rd's of this coloring book pages has pages misaligned where they cut the 2-3 inches

off the bottom of the pictures (Huge blank spot ) where the picture should of been aligned and put

them in upside down and some doubles. Someone did not check to make sure the book was

sell-able before selling online. I use to work in a printing company, and we had to check the first,

middle, and end books we would run "printed" out just in case something like this happened. Buyer

beware! 2/3 rd's of this book is Unusable.I love the drawings that are complete.

The Magical Garden is a great adult coloring book. The pictures are unique. The paper is not

cardstock but is good paper. I used markers on my pictures, so I torn the pictures out of the book.

The pictures were easy to tear out. I look forward to buying more from this artist.



I was surprised by some of the pics in this book there are some cute pics to color but the abnormal

pics take away from the book.. the paper is thin.. I am hoping to be able to return I am waiting on a

return sticker so I can give back... Put some of the stranger pics up so U can see what I mean.. but

there are some cute pics but the paper is to thin

Really like the designs and I'd give the book 4 stars for that. But the paper is SO thin!! You really

can only use pencils in this.

Adorable designs to color on fantastic one sided paper. Not card stock, but better than the

norm.This is a very cute adult coloring book, to be honest it's a little bit more simple than others I've

bought but very enjoyable to color. Works great with all mediums as long as you use a blotter page

underneath.
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